






In August 2014, County sent out a Request For Quotes ("RFQ") for trash bags to be used 

by the Highways and Traffic Department n/k/a Transportation Department. Five bidders 

responded to the RFQ and four bidders sent trash bag samples to the County. Interboro also

submitted a bid The pertinent bid specifications for the trash bags state: 

Configurations: 
Liners shall be 34" x 40" flat rectangle, minimum 2 mil thickness (court's emphasis) 
Twist ties shall be no less than 6" long and pre-cut 

Finish: 
Liners shall be bright Fluorescent Yellow and uniformity in color/texture/finish 
Twist Ties shall be any color. 

The contract was for a one time purchase. RF, manager of equipment, 

maintenance and supply for the Transportation Department tested the bidders' samples and 

DW, a fonner storekeeper at the Transportation Department assisted him. RF 

received the samples at the maintenance facility at 2500 Drilling Service Road. RF first 

tested each bidder's sample trash bags for thickness using a micrometer and "zeroed out" the 

micrometer before testing the thickness of the bags. Six measurements on each side of the 

opened sample trash bag - two at the top, two on the right side and two on the left side - were 

taken The sample bag was then flipped around and six measurements were taken on the other 

side of the bag and RF converted the measurements into ''mil" thicknesses using the website 

"convertunits.com. He repeated this process on three bags from each bidder and the samples 

were then tested for durability using a bag testing jig. 

After the bags are placed into the bag testing jig, a weighted rod is inserted into the metal 

superstructure of the testing jig and lowered to the secured trash bag. The weighted rod is 

supported above the sample trash bag by someone until that person lowers the rod onto the trash 

and the time is taken on how long it takes for the handle to push through or puncture the bag. 
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The sample trash bag must not puncture for a period of five minutes after the weight is applied to 

the bag. After a bidder's sample bags are tested in the bag testing jig, the process continues to 

another bidder's bags. None of Interboro' s sample yellow trash bags passed the thickness test 

Interboro's sample bags thickness measurements averaged 1.57 mil and not the 2 mil required 

under the specifications. All of Interboro' s samples yellow trash bags passed the durability 

test. After the test, RF wrote a recommendation for award memorandum which contained the 

test results which memorandum was signed by CB, Fleet Division Manager, and 

forwarded to the procurement division For the testing of all the sample trash bags, RF 

performed the tests in the same way that he has since being employed by St. Louis County. 

DW assisted with taking the thickness measurement and oversaw timing of the samples 

during the durability tests. RF had tested sample trash bags four times prior to testing 

Interboro's sample trash bags. The procurement division followed CB's recommendation in 

awarding the bid to Dyna Pak Corp. Four other bidders, including Interboro Packaging Corp., 

were not selected because their bids were not the low, responsive bid. The RFQ for yellow trash 

bags was not awarded to Interboro because its trash bags did not meet the 2 mil in minimum 

thickness requirement. The procurement division, in its other than low bid award letter, stated: 

The second apparent low bidder, Interboro Packaging Corporation, at a total 
cost of$14,502.00 does not meet the bid specifications for the following reasons: 

• The bid specifications states the liners shall be a minimum of 2 mil thickness.
The samples submitted are 1.57 mil thick and do not meet bid specifications.

The RFQ was awarded to Dyna Pak Corp. in the amount of $20,094.00, because it 

was the lowest bid that complied with specifications in the RFQ. RF learned about the dispute 

over the Parks Department trash bag contract (Contract No. -
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 in 2016. RF did not talk to anyone in the procurement division regarding t,he contract dispute 

before testing lnterboro' s trash bags 

Summary Judgment Standard 

A defending party is entitled to summary judgment when he: ( 1) negates a fact necessary 

to the plaintiffs claim; (2) shows that the plaintiff cannot produce sufficient information for the 

trier of fact to find in the plaintiffs favor; or (3) shows there is no genuine issue of material fact 

as to the existence of each element of a complete affirmative defense. IIT Commercial Fin. 

Con:,., v. Mid-American Marine Supply Coip., 854 S.W2d 371,381 (Mo. bane 1993). The 

facts set forth in a summary judgment motion, as well as all reasonable inferences, are viewed in 

favor of the non-moving party. Facts set forth by affidavit or otherwise in support of a party's 

motion are taken as true unless contradicted by the non-moving party's response to the summary 

judgment motion. 

Count II - Section 50.660 R.S.Mo. and Writ of Mandamus 

Commercial Impracticability 

Plaintiff in Count II alleges that County violated §50.660 R.S.Mo. because County 

rejected Interboro's RFQ bid. Interboro requests the Court to cancel the award of the contract to 

Dyna Pak and requests a writ of mandamus ordering County to award the contract to Interboro. 

Because the bid was awarded to Dyna Pak and the contract is now completed, the relief sought 

by Interboro cannot be granted. 

In Count II, Interboro asserts that County acted "fraudulently, corruptly, capriciously and

without reason" in awarding the contract to Dyna Pak. Interboro also alleges that County's

rejection of the bid was improperly motivated .. Mandamus is a discretionary writ and there is
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County's contract that the trash liners will meet the specifications required by the County, and 

the non-compliance with this contingency by Interboro therefore makes the County's award of 

the contract to Interboro commercially impracticable especially in light of the fact that the 

County has concluded a contract with a bidder, Dyna Pak that has met the contract 

specifications. Missouri Public Service Co. v. Peabody Coal Co., 583 S.W.2d 721(Mo Ct. App. 

1979) 

Lastly, to prevail under §50.660, Interboro must show that County acted "fraudulently, 

corruptly, capriciously, or without reason" in rejecting its bid for the yellow trash bags. La Mar 

Construction Co. v. Holt County R-II School District, 542 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Mo. App. 1976). 

The evidence by County shows that Interboro's bid was not the lowest, responsible bid because 

the yellow trash bags did not meet the required 2 millimeter thickness bid specification. Two 

County employees, RF and DW, tested the bidders' bags for thickness 

using the same micrometer. RF had performed the test four times before testing 

Interboro's trash bags. RF wrote a recommendation for award memorandum that was 

signed by CB the fleet division manager. The recommendation from CB to award the 

bid to Dyna Pak was followed by the procurement division. RF tested the yellow trash 

bags in September 2014. His recommendation report signed by CB was written in September 

2014. RF did not become aware of the dispute over Interboro's trash bags to be used by the Parks 

Department until 2016. There is no evidence that RF's recommendation in favor of Dyna Pak 

and against Interboro was capricious, fraudulent, corrupt or without reason. He 

tested Interboro's yellow trash bags' thickness and determined that Interboro's bid was not 

responsive. Here, the evidence shows that Interboro was allowed to fairly compete for the RFQ 

and it was not awarded the bid because it was not the lowest and best bid. 
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